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Capitalizing Titles

1  Identify and explain capitalization errors.

2  Which words in a title are capitalized?

3  Determine which titles are correctly capitalized.

4  Determine which title uses correct capitalization.

5  Identify and highlight the capitalization errors in the titles.

6  Complete the titles using correct capitalization.

+  with many hints, answer keys, and solution approaches for all tasks

The complete package, including all tasks, hints, solutions, and solution
approaches, is available to all subscribers of sofatutor.com
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Watch the video for the task: https://us.sofatutor.com/v/6SD/aRK
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Identify and explain capitalization errors.
Match each error to its explanation.

Koko realizes that these book titles are incorrectly capitalized! Can you help
explain what is wrong with them?

 

a Day at the Beach A

Charlie and The Scooter B

The Magic bathroom C

The fairy in Black D

The last word is not capitalized.1

The noun is not capitalized.2

The first word is not capitalized.3

Articles in the middle of the title should not

be capitalized.
4
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Identify and explain capitalization errors.

1. Hint

Here is an example of a correctly capitalized title:

The Adventures of the Lost Dog

2. Hint

Here is an example of a correctly capitalized title:

Pirates in Miami

Our hints for the tasks
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Identify and explain capitalization errors.

Answer key: A—3 // B—4 // C—1 // D—2

1. a Day at the Beach  is wrong because the first word is not
capitalized. The title should be capitalized like this: A Day at the
Beach.

2. Charlie and The Scooter  is wrong because articles in the middle
of the title should not be capitalized. The title should be capitalized
like this: Charlie and the Scooter .

3. The Magic bathroom is wrong because the last word is not
capitalized. The title should be capitalized like this: The Magic
Bathroom.

4. The fairy in Black  is wrong because the noun fairy is not capitalized. The title should be capitalized like
this: The Fairy in Black .

Solutions and solution approaches for the tasks
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